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GENERAL KNOWLEDGE
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FOR TODAY…
Artificial Intelligence (AI)

The capability of a machine to imitate 
intelligent human behavior
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IT’S LIKE “CLOUD”
Neural 

Network
A learning computer 
system inspired by 

the way human 
brains work

Generative AI

Tools that generate 
human-like input

Artificial General 
Intelligence

Machines perform 
tasks just as well as 

humans

chat.openai.com

Machines perform 
tasks that ordinarily 

require human 
intelligence

Artificial Narrow 
Intelligence (ANI)



This tech
feels 

different

Gartner AI Hype Cycle for 2023

https://www.gartner.com/en/articles/what-s-new-in-artificial-intelligence-from-the-2023-gartner-hype-cycle


AI chatbots are here to stay - CNET

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
100 million users in just two months

https://www.cnet.com/tech/computing/features/ai-chatbots-are-here-to-stay-learn-how-they-can-work-for-you/#ftag=CAD-09-10aai5b
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HOW LLM’S WORK – CHATGPT
• Powered by text
• Pre-trained on the public internet (01/2022*)
• Non-supervised and hyper-scalable
• Learned underlying structures and patterns
• More training data, better outputs
• Transformers weigh the importance of words in 

sequence and predict the next word
• Fine-tuned with Reinforcement Learning from 

Human Feedback (RLHF)
• Popular vs. Accurate

https://chat.openai.com/
Prompt → ? → Output
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FOUNDATION MODELS
• Trained on massive generalized, unlabeled datasets
• Self-supervised learning
• Millions of dollars to develop
• Can be adapted to a wide range of downstream tasks
• “Foundation” for the creation and training of new ML models
• Foundation models are publicly available

What are Foundation Models? - Foundation Models in Generative AI Explained - AWS

BERT GPT Claud LlamaGemini

https://aws.amazon.com/what-is/foundation-models/
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OPEN AI CHATBOT AND LLMS
• ChatGPT & GPT-3.5

– Free to use with some limitations
– Trained on Internet content as of January 2022
– 175 billion input parameters

• ChatGPT & GPT-4
– $20 per month with priority access and expanded capabilities
– Trained on Internet content as of April 2023*

– Images, custom GPTs, personalized settings, connected to the Internet
– Over 170 trillion input parameters

https://chat.openai.com/
https://chat.openai.com/
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OTHER CHATBOTS
• Copilot (formerly Bing; Microsoft and Open AI)

– Free to use, unique conversational tone, multimodal
– Similar to ChatGPT using GPT-4
– Provides sources for its response| creative, balanced & precise modes
– Limit of 30 interactions per interaction

• Claude AI (Anthropic; Google and Amazon)
– Free & paid versions
– Ethical alternative to ChatGPT
– Regularly trained on current information, not connected to the Internet

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Multimodal: Text, code, audio, image, video1: Anthropic pioneered a purposeful approach for their Claude models called “constitutional AI”. They have trained their AI to align with a constitutional AI document that outlines principles such as freedom, opposition to inhumane treatment, and privacy. They tout this approach as uniquely safe and responsible. (https://www.pluralsight.com/resources/blog/data/what-is-claude-ai)

https://copilot.microsoft.com/
https://claude.ai/
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OTHER CHATBOTS
• Bard (Google)

– Free to use, unique conversational tone, not multimodal
– Gemini Pro LLM
– Can be slower than ChatGPT
– Connected to the Internet

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Bottomline, these chatbots (and others like them) function as I described them today. In days or weeks, this is all likely to change. 

https://bard.google.com/
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UNCERTAINTY
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COMMON QUESTION

AI is not going to replace humans, but 
humans with AI will replace humans 
without it.

– Patricia Garcia, MD
Stanford Health Care
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POTENTIAL

The promise and peril of human-like AI - Stanford

https://digitaleconomy.stanford.edu/news/the-turing-trap-the-promise-peril-of-human-like-%20artificial-intelligence/
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THREE PARTS OF A TASK

chat.openai.com

Ajay Agrawal at the 2023 Workday Rising conference.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
1: Taken from a conversation led by Ajay Agrawal at the 2023 Workday Rising conference.Example Use Case: Data Analysis
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THREE PARTS OF A TASK

chat.openai.com

Ajay Agrawal at the 2023 Workday Rising conference.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
1: Taken from a conversation led by Ajay Agrawal at the 2023 Workday Rising conference.Example Use Case: Data Analysis
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MORAVECS PARADOX

The basic observation is that things which we find easy to do 
as human's - catching a baseball - are very hard for machines 
whereas things which are hard for human's - calculating the 
trajectory of a missile - are easy for machines.

– Ted Shelton
Bain and Company

(Hans) Moravec’s Paradox
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CHALLENGES
• Fear of the unknown
• Time and money
• Usage restriction
• Workforce upskilling
• Copyright Litigation

• Accuracy and 
hallucinations

• Responsible use
• Regulation
• Model collapse

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Accuracy and hallucinations: It’s not reasoning the answer, it’s predicting text… Everything is a hallucination For the first time, 28 countries convened by the UK and including the US, EU and China agree opportunities, risks and need for international action on frontier AI – systems where we face the most urgent and dangerous risks; governments agree to work together (Department for Science, Innovation and Technology)
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WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?
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OPPORTUNITIES
• Extend one’s personal and professional limits
• Eliminate the “where do I begin” burden (productivity)
• A digital co-worker
• Offload structured and repetitive knowledge work
• Self-service empowerment
• (Big) data analysis

chat.openai.com
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CONSIDER THIS

• Ask for a prototype
• Rethink your limits
• Resist distraction
• Get help, not homework

• Think in sequences
• Pretend it’s sentient
• Fact-check everything
• Enjoy your superpowers

I’ve Worked With Generative AI for Nearly a Year. Here’s What I’ve Learned. Alexantra Samuel - WSJ

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 I personally have:Used it to write emailsAsked for meal plansHad it write a draft of a cover letter for a job my wife wanted (and got!)Draft charters and other documents, etc.

https://www.wsj.com/tech/ai/ai-tools-lessons-work-ebbfaa9b
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RESPONSIBLE USE

• Treat ALL AI as a public model, unless told otherwise
• NEVER enter EPI in a public AI
• Do not give an AI permission to directly connect to your MCW information 
• Cite the tool in your work

NIST characteristics of a trustworthy AI

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
White House executive order on Safe, Secure, and Trustworthy AI https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2023/10/30/fact-sheet-president-biden-issues-executive-order-on-safe-secure-and-trustworthy-artificial-intelligence/

https://infoscope.mcw.edu/Corporate-Policies/EPI-Definitions.htm
https://airc.nist.gov/AI_RMF_Knowledge_Base/AI_RMF/Foundational_Information/3-sec-characteristics
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WHARTON SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
 Part I Introduction to AI for Teachers and Student
 Part II Large Language Models
 Part III Prompting AI
 Part IV AI for Teachers
 Part V AI for Students

https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/www.youtube.com/watch?v=t9gmyvf7JYo__;!!H8mHWRdzp34!-2Ys1RmbjrTy1R6BJvniadwYLoDF-mK8MH428sd2JA6VPkb8myTHTFBMNIGsL8VPQsuMp-lWL3Ovk6m6rILrcg$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZRf2BfDLlIA__;!!H8mHWRdzp34!-2Ys1RmbjrTy1R6BJvniadwYLoDF-mK8MH428sd2JA6VPkb8myTHTFBMNIGsL8VPQsuMp-lWL3Ovk6lrntLzDQ$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/www.youtube.com/watch?v=wbGKfAPlZVA__;!!H8mHWRdzp34!-2Ys1RmbjrTy1R6BJvniadwYLoDF-mK8MH428sd2JA6VPkb8myTHTFBMNIGsL8VPQsuMp-lWL3Ovk6kB4p1HiQ$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/www.youtube.com/watch?v=SBxb5xW7qFo__;!!H8mHWRdzp34!-2Ys1RmbjrTy1R6BJvniadwYLoDF-mK8MH428sd2JA6VPkb8myTHTFBMNIGsL8VPQsuMp-lWL3Ovk6ln6YXGDQ$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZorvXYUZtRg&t=322s__;!!H8mHWRdzp34!-2Ys1RmbjrTy1R6BJvniadwYLoDF-mK8MH428sd2JA6VPkb8myTHTFBMNIGsL8VPQsuMp-lWL3Ovk6nvElhEEg$
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SHOULD (CAN) I USE AI?
• The short answer... YES, DON’T WAIT!
• Create free accounts and experiment
• Choose one or many chatbot opportunities
• Treat it as a person and converse
• Iterate, iterate, iterate

chat.openai.com

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Image creation prompts:Prompt: what image represents the quote "with great power comes great responsibility"? | Response: Here is an image that represents the quote "with great power comes great responsibility." It shows an individual standing on a hill, overlooking a cityscape at sunset, symbolizing leadership and duty. Prompt: create the same image but use a female instead of a male figure | Response: Here is the revised image, now featuring a female figure standing on a hill at sunset, overlooking a cityscape, which captures the essence of the quote "with great power comes great responsibility.”Prompt: modify the female character in this image to be wearing casual clothing | Response: Here is the updated image with the female figure now dressed in casual clothing, standing on a hill at sunset and overlooking a cityscape. This portrayal maintains the theme of the quote "with great power comes great responsibility," but in a more relaxed and approachable context.
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HUMAN-CENTERED ACTION

chat.openai.com

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Prompt: create a black-and-white image of a human at the center of a generic process; the human should be an adult and diverse in ethnicity. The image should capture the essence of a human being responsible and in control of the final outcome of the processResponse: Here is the black-and-white image depicting an adult of diverse ethnicity at the center of a generic process. The person stands confidently amidst interconnected gears and mechanical parts, symbolizing their control and responsibility in the process.Response was good overall, but ChatGPT seemed to ignore the diversity requirement.
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AI AT MCW
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IT’S ALREADY HERE
• Zoom & WebEx AI Companions
• Scite, Grammarly, Evernote
• MCW-IS Bluman
• Workday
• Faculty, staff, and student use of public and private 

models (coding, image analysis, unstructured notes)
• Vendor partnerships
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WHAT ABOUT… MS COPILOT
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WHAT ABOUT… MS COPILOT
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WHAT ABOUT… MS COPILOT

• ChatGPT at your fingertips
• Microsoft heavily invested in Open AI
• Not available to .edu’s yet
• $30/pp/mo, zero education discount
• Single biggest potential for impact in 

companies worldwide
• Internal discussions underway
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MCW AI WORKGROUP
Faculty
 Dr. Kevin Cohoon – Cardiology
 Dr. Brad Crotty – Inception Health
 Dr. Bill Hogan – Data Science
 Dr. Fabrice Jotterand – Institute for Health and Equity
 Dr. Anai Kothari – Surgical Oncology
 Dr. Andrew Nencka – Radiology (Center for Imaging Research)
 Dr. Bob Treat – Academic Affairs
 Dr. Ying Zhang – Radiation Oncology

Staff
 CTSI – Brad Taylor
 MCW IS – Dr. Matt Flister, David Hotchkiss, Dustin Martin, Becky Morrison, Jeremy Tews, 

Ron Williamson

chat.openai.com
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EXPERTS WEIGH IN



Experts: 5% Chance AI Kills Us All

https://www.pcmag.com/news/experts-5-percent-chance-ai-kills-us-all
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WAIT, THERE’S MORE!
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This presentation and fireside chat centers on the Medical Education 
Data Science Lab, including:

• the medical education registry, which provides a foundation for 
groundbreaking research, curriculum evaluation and evidence-
based decision-making for curriculum improvement;

• integrating data access and utilization through innovative data 
dashboards, designed for both learners and coaches;

• collaborative use of AI in educational processes, such as grading 
and feedback, to enhance student learning.

DATA REGISTRIES, DASHBOARDS & AI

Tavinder K. Ark, BSc, MSc, PhD

February 1 | 4 – 5 PM
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Prompt: “create a 16:9 image representing the word 
"whew" after a person shares a lot of information”

Response: “Here is an image representing the word 
"whew" after a person shares a lot of information. It 
depicts a person sitting at a desk, surrounded by stacks 
of books and papers, looking overwhelmed but relieved.”

ALMOST DONE...
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